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Executive Summary 
 
 
The product I am selling is an air guitar shirt which is made of fibres 
which puck up the movement of your arms and hence, the 
strumming and movement of your hands and fingers creates the 
sound of a real guitar. You look and sound like you’re playing a real 
guitar, but there’s really nothing there! 
 
A time in which I have chosen to sell this product is to bring it out in 
Christmas, when demands for new and cooler products are up, and 
it is more likely to be noticed and hence brought, and it will 
continue to be on the market after this time, as it will be an ever 
growing fetish and trend.. So we hope! 
 
The Target Market is teenagers, particularly boys, and older 
‘bogans’ who are into music, generally heavier and wish to 
experience the feeling of playing guitar and making music. Teen 
Males who are interested in music; listening and producing. 
Teen females are also a target for this product, for those who are 
interested in music, particularly rock, but also pop and alternative, 
as this product can produce different genres of music. 
Middle aged males who enjoy making music And Children, possibly 
for a present as they may enjoy this product with its sound making 
properties.  
 



Ways in which we will advertise this product is   
 
Television 
   When teen shows are on  
   MTV/Foxtel 
   7.00-11.00pm 
These methods are affective because as advertisers know, there are 
appropriate times to advertise certain products, depending on their 
target consumers and when they are more likely to be watching 
television, hence, they can reach and appeal their product to their 
audience. Music shows and other shows that the desired buyers 
watch such as MTV and home and away and such are when they will 
be watching television and this is when the product will be 
advertised. 
   
Magazines 
   Music magazines 
   MotoX magazines 
   Zoo 
   Ralph 
   Dolly- Advertise girl styles 
These magazines all attract people from particular classes. Music 
lovers, riders, who generally like heavy music, hence may enjoy the 
feeling of creating such music, magazines for men (zoo, Ralph) who 
may like to purchase this shirt for a laugh and fun with the mates, 
and dolly, for teen girls who are into music and may like to make 
pop music with friends and have a laugh.  
 
Put famous peoples face to the product 
 
This creates a sense of excitement and stability, in knowing that 
this product has a famous face to it. A famous face that is, that 
many people may look up to or who is particularly good at guitar, 
who people can aspire to and wish to be like, and hence, be inspired 
to buy this product for the opportunity to be like this face which is 
selling the product.  
 
Posters and Pamphlets 
 
Radio  
 
Advertisements 
 
SMS messages advertising give-aways 
 
Promoters at gigs and live shows 
 



Pop-ups 
 
Also, add in competitions and other free-bees people can win when 
they purchase this product. 

 
  Advertise with interviews in:  
   Magazines 
   Television 
   Newspapers 
 
On posters and advertisements and such, include slogans such as 
“It’s like no other” “It’s the best of the best” “No other product can 
compare to the air guitar shirt!” 

 
Objectives 
 
To sell 1 000 000 Air guitar shirts in Australia by December 2008. 
That is, having this product been on the market through Christmas 
2007 and all other events throughout 2008.  This is because we 
need a profit of $10,000,000. This is because, if the product is sold 
at a price of $100 and including freebees of shirts and other 
products, we must compensate for this loss in sales.  

 
Target Market 
 
Target Market is teenagers, particularly boys, and older ‘bogans’ 
who are into music, generally heavier and wish to experience the 
feeling of playing guitar and making music. 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Target Market for Air Guitar 
Shirt 

Air Guitar T‐Shirt 
Target Market

Males

Music Lovers

Already Play 
guitar

Wish to play 
guitar

Children

Present 

As a result of 
advertising

People who 
enjoy a laugh

For parties

Shows

Females

Music Lovers

Already Play

Wish to play

Children

As a gift

As a result of 
advertising



Market Analysis 
 

Four P’s: AIR GUITAR SHIRT 
 

Product 
 
An air guitar shirt which is made of fibres which pick up the 
movement of your arms and hence, the strumming and movement 
of your hands and fingers creates the sound of a real guitar. You 
look and sound like you’re playing a real guitar, but there’s really 
nothing there! 
 
Target Market is teenagers, particularly boys, and older ‘bogans’ 
who are into music, generally heavier and wish to experience the 
feeling of playing guitar and making music. 

 
Include Different music genres to select when buying the shirt. (To 
suit the buyers music taste) 

Reggae 
Heavy metal 
Punk 
Acoustic 
Jazz/blues 

OR 
Selective choices available on shirt. A variety of music 
genres you can play. You are able to select the genre in 
which you play from a selective pad on the shirt. 

 
Girls and boys styles 
Beginner, intimate, expert… 
Colours and styles 
Free-bees that come with item 
Able to connect to TV, internet and make films, record 
and such… 

 

Price 
 
Approximate Cost $100 
 You can later buy add-ons for the shirt for further prices 
 Online price with discounts, approximately $90 
 Discounts will be available with other purchases of sponsor’s 

products and for bulk orders. 
 To stay competitive in the marketplace and price match or 
beat marketers, keep price steady, but as said above, allow for 
discount and promotional products with purchase. 



 Also, add in competitions and other promotional products 
people can win when they purchase this product.  
 Packages, such as competition entries, ‘Win a free guitar” or 
“get a free CD with any purchase…” 
 

Place 
 
Music stores: which sell instruments. People go looking for a real 
instrument, and they see this product and they may begin to sway 
their thoughts towards this product. 
 
Surf Shops: Music lovers, who may like upper-class technical 
devices, such as this shirt. Comes in a music genre which surfers, 
skaters, riders… will enjoy. Is fun and enjoyable for these classes of 
people to play. Classes being ‘surfers, skaters etc…)  
 
Target and other Large Retail Outlets: accessible for everyone 
and may have a possible price discount.  
 
CD stores: where music lovers go, these stores, such as sanity, 78 
records, etc… which attracts music lovers will definitely be the place 
to advertise and sell these products as it will appeal to the desired 
target buyers instantly.  
 
David Jones and Myers: Department stores which have a 
perception of catering for the upper class store which will attract 
people who wish to purchase their products from ‘better quality’ 
stores. 
 
Internet 
 Personal website 
 EBay 
 
The Internet is a great way to advertise and sell this product. As 
music lovers tend to download and look up music a lot on the 
Internet, these sites and pop-ups are sure to attract the consumer’s 
attention and interest buyers. Also, selling on the internet is an 
easier way to buy products and hence, people spending much time 
on the internet are sure to purchase the product via this way as it is 
a much easier alternative to doing so.  



Promotion 
 
Television 
 When teen shows are on: 

 MTV/Foxtel/Free-to-air 
 0700-2300 

 
These methods are affective because as advertisers know, there are 
appropriate times to advertise certain products, depending on their 
target market and when they are more likely to be watching 
television, hence, they can reach and appeal their product to their 
audience. Music shows and other shows that the desired buyers 
watch such as MTV and home and away and such are when they will 
be watching television and this is when the product will be 
advertised. 
 
Magazines 
 Music magazines 
 MotoX magazines 
 Zoo 
 Ralph 
 Dolly- Advertise girl styles 
 
These magazines all attract people from particular classes. Music 
lovers, riders, who generally like heavy music, hence may enjoy the 
feeling of creating such music, magazines for men (Zoo, Ralph) who 
may like to purchase this shirt for a laugh and fun with the mates, 
and Dolly, for teen girls who are into music and may like to make 
pop music with friends and have a laugh.  
 
Put famous peoples face to the product 
 
This creates a sense of excitement and stability, in knowing that 
this product has a famous face to it. A famous face that is, that 
many people may look up to or who is particularly good at guitar, 
who people can aspire to and wish to be like, and hence, be inspired 
to buy this product for the opportunity to be like this face which is 
selling the product.  
 
Other Secondary Advertising 

Posters and Pamphlets 
  On posters and ads and such, include slogans such as 
“Its like no other” “It’s the best of the best” “No other product can 
compare to the air guitar shirt!” 

Radio advertisements 
SMS messages advertising give-aways 



Promoters at gigs and live shows 
Pop-ups 
Competitions 
Promotional Give-aways 
Advertise with interviews in:  

  Magazines 
  Television 
  Newspapers 

 
 
SWOT Analysis 
 
Strengths 

 
Strengths for this product are that it is an opportunity for people 
who may not be musically inclined to have a shot at being able to 
make music and have a kick out of doing so.  
 
Also, it is easy to wear and accessible to anyone. It is cheaper that 
a real guitar and much easier to carry with you. It is run by battery 
so all you need to do is plug it in to recharge and there is no need 
to carry around picks and straps, etc...  
 
Aspects of this product which makes it better than competitors is 
that it is original and is owned and run by the original inventor of 
this product, hence they get all fresh new ideas and a head start on 
the market.  

 
Weaknesses 

 
People who may be a little more musically inclined may find it 
humorous in that there is no skill involved in working this product.  
 
May be hard to wash and clean and recharging the battery while 
you’re out or in the middle of playing may become a pain to the 
player.  
 
Aspects which may be weaker than competitors are, depending o 
the competitor and the product, the possibility that they can 
become better, or have stronger advertisers trying to advertise the 
product.  
 
Take advantage and exploit weaknesses in competitors.  

 



Opportunities 
 
There are now opportunities available for different kinds of shirts, 
for different instruments and genres. Also, there will become 
greater opportunities to greater this product and produce bigger 
and better products, which have similar aspects to this particular 
product.  
 
Use it under water for signals when scuba diving. This is more 
sufficient because you can hear it over your voice as you wear a 
breathing apparatus.  
 
Test rehab for movements on the computer. This is sufficient 
because you are able to view particular movements of the patients 
and their recovery.  

 
Using it for a mouse for your computer instead of a mouse, 
although this may be insufficient, it may be a choice over the hand 
held mouse when on your computer.  

 
Use in animation for cartoons, which is already being done so, but it 
will advance more as time goes on. It will make the creation and 
adoption of characters much easier and allow for the movement of 
them in a more technical and possibly easier way.  
 
When dancing and such, you are able to see your actions on 
computer over the use of video camera. This is easier because it 
allows you to see what you are doing it as you are doing it and able 
to see the movements of your body.  
 
Taking advantage of any opportunities which may arise such as 
upgrades, advertising and out doing competitors. 
 

 
Threats 

 
Threats are that now this product is out on the market, other 
companies may decide to do copies of it and possibly rip it off. This 
will put this particular company in jeopardy. 
 
There is always the threat that the consumers may not like the 
product and may not find as much interest in the product as the 
manufacturers desired.  
 



Critics will definitely be very critical of this particular product and 
hence have an affect on the sales of the product and the opinions of 
the consumers.  
 
Economic threats which may cause this product and production to 
suffer. May sure have a good accountant and financial adviser to 
manage and handle money.  
 
Understanding competitors and their strengths and weaknesses. 
Understanding what they are doing, their plans and their time line 
to enable that our product out does the competitors.  
 
Monitoring trends in the market place and times that are a good 
chance to stand out and make moves in advertising and marketing. 
Also prices and phases that consumers go through and times which 
are suitable to the products selling trends and advertising.  
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Selected Software Tools  
 
1. Program: Microsoft Word 

Reason for use: SWOT, 4 Ps, Marketing plan, marketing 
Pitch, Design Document, BIT plan… 

 
2. Program: Windows Media Player 

Reason for use: Watch video of product in use. 
 

3. Program: Photoshop 
Reason for use: Importing my magazine article onto the 
design of a magazine. 

 
4. Program: Paint 

Reason For use: Cutting images and pasting them onto 
word 



Glossary 

 
Executive Summary 
An overview of the main points of a business plan or proposal 
 
The 4 P’s 
Product Price Place Promotion 
4 aspects you must consider when making a business plan or 
proposal 
 
SWOT analysis 
Strengths weaknesses opportunity threats 
Things to take into consideration when creating a product or 
advertisement 
 
Marketing Pitch 
Process including the delivery of product and advertisement and 
working with target market and audience 
 
Social/environmental considerations 
Must be considered when working with a business proposal, product 
and advertisement.  
 
Production techniques 
I have also increased my skills in Photoshop and graphic designing, 
which is a skill I will need to pursue a career in Graphic Design.  


